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Dear reader/beste laser, a bit over 4-years it took me to complete my PhD, one giant step 
in my life. I’m proud of the choices I made that brought me to this point. However, no one 
can move through their life alone. All the people surrounding you, like the components of an 
efficient protein translocation complex or a motorcycle, have a function and influence you as 
a person. First of all, like a motorcycle engine, you have people that convert the raw energy 
into a direction. I express a deep gratitude to my supervisor Prof. dr. Arnold Driessen and co-
promotor Prof. dr. Antoine van Oijen for both giving me the opportunity to carry out this life-
changing PhD project in a unique scientific setting difficult to find somewhere else. 

Arnold, my promotor, thank you for giving me the opportunity to start this challenging project. 
If I look back on this journey, I believe I can say that we achieved a lot. I am grateful that you 
never stopped believing in this project, even though the reviewers of our manuscripts did 
not always appreciate the physical approach we apply to answer biological questions about 
the Sec system. The Sec-field is an old-school field, accustomed to old-school techniques and 
reluctant to accept new ways. As you were my tutor on the biological and biochemistry aspects 
of my PhD, Antoine, as my co-promotor, has been a great help with introducing these new ways 
and was indispensable for the biophysical aspects of this project.

Antoine, thank you for guiding me into the field of Biophysics. I greatly admire your ways of 
thinking and tackling problems. I really enjoyed our fruitful discussions about data gathering, 
analysis and of course Futurama. Hopefully our paths will cross again in the future and do not 
forget that you promised me to fly me over Sydney!

I would like to thank the members of my assessment committee: Prof. Erwin Peterman, 
Prof. Wouter Roos and Prof. Bert Poolman. Thank you for reading my thesis and the critical 
comments.

However, a motorcycle engine alone is not very functional or pretty to look at. It is the whole 
that makes things move. Dear MolMicers, have provided a joyful environment to work in. 
Thanks for the great time, and the great memories! I am furthermore proud of having been part 
of the famous Sec-group. Jeanine, Yanping, Sabrina, Alexej, Irfan, Ilja, Andy and Amalina, 
thanks for the interesting weekly meetings, technical talks, discussions and fun at conferences!

Jeanine, we met when I started my master project in the Sec-group. As my supervisor you 
guided me, molded me into a hardcore biochemical scientist and the days in Isotopia will never 
be forgotten. Guiding students is what you are great at and the Hanze cannot think of or find a 
better teacher. Thank you for everything! 
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During my PhD I got the opportunity to supervise three Master students myself, Wenxuan, 
Dian, and Max. Without them, it would have been very challenging to obtain the different 
experimental strain on time. Wenxuan, thank you for the effort you have put in your project. 
You succeeded into obtaining two of the E. coli mutants that now play a key role in chapter 3 
of this thesis.

Sabrina, I am very proud on the time we spend together in the lab. We have always been a 
good team! Without you a lot of the experiments in this thesis were never possible and you 
alway provided valuable advice.

Greetje and Janny, simply put, the lab would probably not exist without your (technical) help 
and wisdom. Thank you for everything you do. However, this project would not have succeeded 
if you, Greetje, did not assist me with a lot of lab work. Thank you for all your time and thank 
you for caring!

Menno, I am really happy you could appreciate the change of environment during lunchtime, 
and I enjoyed our hunt for the best soup for our daily lunch on the campus.

My Cave-men! Yanping, Jeroen and Sasha, thanks for the oh-so-needed jokes during all 
the hours we have spent behind the computers. And for the more serious and philosophical 
discussions about life, the universe and the reasons why. I wish you all the best.

Sasha, you have become a very close friend of mine and I will never forget you. I reminisce 
often our discussions about all the random subjects that came through our minds during 
lunchtime or the after-hours beers and of course our random YouTube playlist, which brought 
us in contact with a lot of famous people. I hope you find what you are looking for, in any case, 
I am always ready to help you find it. Do not change!

Besides the Molecular Microbiology group, I also fell part of the Single-Molecule Biophysics 
group of Antoine. Victor Kardasnikov, thank you for being always so helpful with many 
technical issues regarding the microscopes and the opportunities to build and optical align 
setups. Victor Caldas, Joris, Jochem, Jasper, Michiel, Jelle, thanks guys! 

Michiel, of course you are one of my paranimphs, we have seen each other almost every 
working day and we have coded so much software together. I really enjoyed working with 
you and you have been very important for the end-result of my thesis. I think you are the 
only person that I enjoy listening to when talking about football, fitness, baby pictures and 
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a healthy lifestyle ;). During lunch you and Jasper were endlessly entertaining. But I have to 
admit, sometimes it was just malicious pleasure.  

Jasper, of course you are one of my paranimphs, I love you, you sexy hipster! Thank you for 
taking the time together with Michiel for being with me during this momentous occasion.

Patrick. Als beste vrienden zijn we er altijd voor elkaar. De wekelijkse avond samen eten, 
speciaalbiertjes drinken én het mountainbiken op zondag waren mij erg dierbaar. Helaas 
maakt de afstand dit nu wat lastiger, maar de missies in de avonden zijn er gelukkig voor in de 
plaats gekomen. Hopelijk komt er een tijd dat we weer dichter bij elkaar wonen.

And last, but certainly not least, Dian, jij verdient een speciale alinea in dit dankwoord. Ik 
wil jou op twee vlakken bedanken, werkgerelateerd en persoonlijk. Tijdens jouw master 
project in de groep heb je twee mutanten te pakken weten te krijgen die ten grondslag liggen 
van mijn proefschrift. SecA-Ypet en SecA-mEos waren de mutanten die dit project van grond 
kregen! De goede samenwerking is echter uitgregroeid tot iets veel mooiers. Ik hoop op een 
(wetenschappelijk) veelbewogen toekomst samen met jou.
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